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Why Men Lie and Cheat...

...the Women They Love and Adore

If you're like most women you've probably been lied to by a man . . .

In point of fact, I can pretty much guarantee it.

Way back in the 1960s, Bill Cosby had a routine about his "Two Daughters". He spoke about what he did as a young man with the women. Lying to them. Cheating on them. And now he had two daughters. "The hunter has become the hunted."

The plain reality is, men lie to women all the time . . .

Small stuff...

About important things . . .

About things that do not seem to be of importance at all . . .

Women want to understand why.

**WHY can't he simply tell me the truth?**

My friend Michael Fiore (a nationally known relationship expert who has helped thousands of women) says there are really 3 reasons why guys lie to women (and 2 of them are truly pretty
simple . . . here is the first one that tends to SHOCK quite a few women.)

Men lie to women because they are afraid of women's feelings.

The Secret Survey is a raw confirmation - and an "aha" description - of the actual reasons why the guy you love, and who loves you, even now lies, cheats, and fantasizes about other women.

According to Dr. John Gottman at the University of Washington, women are able to both go through and get back from intense emotional states a lot faster and easier than guys are able to.

Once you think about it, it makes sense.

We have all experienced a woman burst into tears one moment only to be completely fine 5 minutes later.

But when it comes to emotions, men are much more "fragile". Gottman says it's because of evolution. Men were evolved to be single taskers. To push everything out of their brain except the one thing they're hunting. And because of that trait, they are slower to get into an emotional mindset and much slower to get back out of it once they get there.

Rather than share feelings and take a hit, men will lie and avoid emotional mine fields.

The truth is, women coerce men to lie. The majority of women out there will not even bother to have a conversation with a man except when he has the right job, owns a residence in a desirable locale, and earns a huge salary.

Not surprisingly there are other reasons that men lie too . ..

To comprehend men, a good place to start is Michael Fiore's new video. - http://chazlcom.whyhelies.hop.clickbank.net/

It gives you "X Ray Vision" into the brains of men . . .

Women are certainly not above telling "white lies" if it advances their purposes ("size doesn't matter," "we can still be friends,"), while at the same time demanding total honesty from men.

But where is he at emotionally? Know what he thinks about you without him having to say a word.

Learn why he stares at other women, what it means when he looks at another woman, and what really goes through his head when he sees a hot girl walking down the street.

Understand why men cheat - and determine how to drain your man's desire to cheat on you just by saying a few simple words.

The grimy truth about a man's sexual psyche, and why your man WANTS to be objectified and how to give him sexual thrills that will have him addicted to you.
Men and women were asked one simple question each.

The Secret Survey Question Asked of Women:

“If you had telepathy and could read any man’s mind, what’s the one thing you would desperately want to know?”

Women asked questions like:

- Does he really love me?
- What does he feel about me?
- How do I make him love me?
- Why does he get so silent?
- Why does he look at other women?
- Why do guys lie?
- Why doesn’t he talk to me?
- Is he cheating on me at this instant?
- Will he love me forever?
Even the top alpha males - married to stunning actresses, models, and socialites - cheat. Being married to a celebrity ups the odds he will stray. You need to know why and work to stop it, or at the least, discover it before you are in too deep.

**The Secret Survey Question For Men:**

“What’s the one thing you desperately wish women understood about men, but could never tell her?”

And the men (over 21,000 were surveyed), notorious for closing down when it comes to sharing feelings and emotions, out of the blue opened up their hearts and chimed in with things like:

- What they actually needed from women
- What they actually wanted in bed
- Why they stray
- Why men lie to women
- What women do that hurts
- How women emotionally devastate men without even comprehending it
- Why it’s so difficult to remain faithful

Uncover the Real Reason ALL Guys Lie To Women They Worship And Learn How To Learn How He Truly Feels About You Without Him Saying A Word...

I don't know how long Michael is going to leave this video up, but if you want to know men, you need to view it right now while you can: [http://chazlcom.whyhelies.hop.clickbank.net/](http://chazlcom.whyhelies.hop.clickbank.net/)

Charlotte Holt
Guest Blogger
P.S. If you are like me (or thousands of other women) you'll find yourself nodding along with this video, shocked and thankful that a guy like Michael is finally revealing you the truth. -
http://chazlcom.whyhelies.hop.clickbank.net/
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